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ON A METHOD OF SOLVING PROBLEMS OF THE 
PLATES OF PIECEWISE-CONSTANT 

V.I. THAVUSH 

By using an effective procedure /2/ expansions were constructed in /l/ 

BENDING OF RODS AND 
STIFFNESS* 

of an arbitrary function in the eigenfunction integral of a boundary 
value problem for second-order differential equations given in an 
interval with different sections of stepwise-changing physical character- 
istics. 

This procedure is applied below to construct the expansion of an 
arbitrary function in an eigenfunction series for fourth-order equations 
given in a finite interval with an arbitrary quantity of stepwise-varying 
characteristics. The finite integral transforms obtained in such a 
manner can be utilized in solving different bending problems for rods 
or plates with piecewise-varying stiffness, which enables us to formalize 
the procedure for solving specific problems. The need to solve differential 
equations given in a composite interval also arises in a study of the 
state of stress of layered elastic media. A general approach to the 
solution of problems of mechanics for layered media is proposed in /3/, 
and is based on extending the method of initial parameters and results 
in an effective calculational procedure. 

1. We construct the expansion of the function f(z) satisfying the Dirichlet conditions 
in a series of eigenfunctions y(s)of the boundary value problem for a fourth order differential 
equation having stepwise varying physical constants in sections comprising the interval IO,Ll. 
The boundary value problem in question can be written in the form 

Y'"(2) + hr'y(x)=O (O<s< bl!, Al4 - a14h4 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

?J’“(S) + hj4?J(Z)=0 (bj_l< I <bj), hj’+Uj’h4 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

yIv (5) + hk4y (5) = 0 @I~.+ < 5 < bk), hk4 = ah%” 

cb,=j$llj, bk=L) 

(1.1) 

Here h are the eigenvalues of the problem under consideration, and the coefficients a,; 

describe the physical constants in a section j of length lj. 
The conditions on the section boundaries can be written in general form as follows: 

k,-y" (0) = k,-y’ (0), k,y”’ (0) = k,-y (0) 

k,+y” (L) = k,*y’ (L), k,+y”’ (I,) = k,,+y (L) 

(1.2) 

where the coefficients ki* enable us to take into account different rod boundary conditions. 
The conditions for the sections to be matched 

Y"-"(b,-.O; = pijy (‘-l)(bj + 0) (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) (1.3) 

must still be added to the conditions on the section boundaries (y(i)(z) is the derivative of 
order i of the function y(z), and kij are given coefficients). 

To solve the problem according to /l, 2/, we consider the following partial differential 
equation 

aau (5, t) 
7 = aj4 9 (bj_1 < I < bj) (1.4) 

with conditions on the section boundaries corresponding to (1.2) and (1.3) and the initial 
condition 

u (0, 4 = f (5) (1.5) 

instead of (1.1) with conditions (1.2) and (1.3). 
Solving (1.4) by a Laplace transformation and taking account of condition (1.5), we 

obtain an ordinary differential equation with right-hand side for the Laplace transform u(x, p) 
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U’” (39 P) - P U (59 P) = - f (X) (bj-1 < 5 < bj) (1.6) 
The solution of (1.6) can be written in the form 

where G(s, &,p) is Green's function of (1.6). The function ~(2, t) is determined by an inverse 
Laplace transform, and taking the initial condition (1.5) into account, we obtain the desired 
expansion of the function f(x) (P,, are the roots of the denominator in Green's function) 

f(4=-~~resG(z, E, p,)f(E)G (1.8) 

0 I’, 

Therefore, the construction of Green's function of (1.6) should be the next step in 
solving the problem. To do this, the solution of the homogeneous Eq.ll.6) must be obtained, 
which reduces to finding the eigenfunctions of the operator u'" (r, P) in this case. Starting 
with the right end of the interval, say, and moving sequentially from the last section to a 
certain section j, we find that 

(1.9) 

CDlj (Xv a) = i, fun-1, j (h) pm(xj (bj - x))9 h4 = P 

@!2j (X9 a) = ,4 hm. jta) pm taj tbj - x)) 

(1.10) 

The Krylov functions S, T, U, V are denoted successively in terms ofP,in the expressions 
presented. The selection of the function Uj(x, Y) in the form (1.9) we can immediately 
determined the coefficient of P, in (1.10) for the next section without solving the system 
of algebraic equations. Therefore, recursion relations have been obtained that connect the 
values of the coefficients f,(k) successively, starting with the next section with number k 

fik=ks+, fsll=ka+, fit=0 (i -3, 4, 5, 6), f?k ==ko+, fsk =kf 

and later 
fj (h) = 6,. j+lUht, j+l (bj) (m = I9 2, 3v 4, (1.11) 

(1.12) 

Similarly, taking account of the boundary conditions on the left-hand side and moving 
successively from the first section to section j, we obtain the eigenfunction 

Uj (I, A) = 5 CilY<j(S, h) (1.13) 
i=l 

ylj (Xv a) = mIl gZm-1. j (b) pm (aj (x - bj-l)) (1.14) 

Y'rj (5, a) = il h. Aa) pm(aj tx - 4-d) 

For the first section 

gn = ka-, gal = ke-. g,,=O (i=3, 4, 5,6) 

and later 
gn, j+l (a) = 62, j+lyn, j (bj) 

The functions Y,,,j are determined from a formula similar to (1.12). Taking the conjugate 
of the functions Uj(z, h) defined by (1.9) and (1.131, we obtain Green's function of (1.6) 

GII = 
Mij (a, X. &) MJ’ 04 (bj-l < 2 < E < bj) 

@j tav k x, Mi’ la) (bj-1 < & <x < bJ) 

Gij = MJj (A, x, &) My’ (h) 

(h-1 < X < h < * . * < bj-1 < E < b, < * * . < L) 
qi = Mii (A, E, x) MT’ (A) 

(bi-l<E<bi<...<bj-l<x<b,<...<L) 

(1.15) 
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Here 

(1.X) 

(1.17) 

(1.18) 

(1.19) 

The functions sk?(g) are obtained from tkj(E) by appropriate replacement of Q, by Y with 
the same subscripts. 

Substituting (1.15) into (1.8), we write the desired expansion of the function f(r) 

i(z)=-8{C0;'(&*)'~ y M$!(h,,E,x)f(E)dE-t (1.20) 
71 ,,=I b, -1 

w;‘Q,,)[ i dl::‘@,,E, ~)r(5)dE+~~1;'(h*,s,E)I(E)det 

"j-1 x 

ii--l bpil 

axj J ~~:l)P~l ( L, 59 Elf(E)@) (bj-l<s<bj) 

1, 

2. u sing the results obtained, we consider a rod with hinged supports that have two 
sections I, and I, of different physical characteristics a, and a,. Setting k = 2, k,- = k,+ = 
k8- = k3+ = 0 , and k,- = k,+ = k,- = k,+ = 1, we write the expression for Green's function for the 
case under consideration 

IT (ur) rl - V (ur) rJ qs1 (0 < 5 < E < 4) 
m,, (x) r3 - mD,, (I) rql I20,-‘1 (0 < E < 5 < 4) 

(2.1) 

Here 

G= 

i 

R [T (UI)~S - V (ul)~01[2~&i'l (O<z <II< E< L) 
[T (/h - 242) r3 - V (Bs - 4 ~41[2G’l (0 < E < II < 2) 

RIT(~3-ua)r,-V(Bs-~)rg102-1(O<~t<~<~<~) 
R [Yy,, (5) r5 - Y,, (x) J-61 I2w~-‘l (0 < 4 < X < E < L) 

4 

rj=rj(E) (i= 1, z,..., 8), Pi=hJiv ui +=dwix, L’,=%E, R= II 6. 
n=, 

oi = hi3W (h) (i = 1, 2), pi= hrL, L = I1 + 12, Is,,= pn(a)"-' 

The functions @ir and Yil are defined by (1.10) and (1.14) with coefficients f and g 
that have the following form forthe case under consideration 

Izm-LIP)= M',@a), fzm,2(V=hnQm(Ba) (m= 1, 2, 3, 4) (2.2) 

gzm-1, I (a) = G’f’m (I%), gzm. z.(h) = S:Q, @I) 

Here P, are the Krylov functions T, S, V, U and Q, are V, U, T, S. 
The remaining coefficients in (2.1) can also be expressed in terms of the Krylov functions 

and also (D(E) and Y(E): 

rl = V h) tll f U (VA tax -I- T (VA t,,, r, = T (VA t,, + 
s (h) ~!a + V (u,) k317 

2Cl bJ*) @31 + c4 04 @I1 

rb = c4 (h - 4) Yp,, + 5 (B3 - usI Yaz + 2, (Pa - 4) Y4, 

r0 = c, (tb - 4) YIa + 5 6% - 4) Yy,, + 2c, (Pa - us) Yso 
~7 = T (Pa - 4 ~31 + u (IL - 4 &, + V (h - 4 ~11, 
~8 = T (u,) t,, + S (4 tal + V (~1) t,, 
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The functions til(E) occurring here are defined by (1.19), while the functions Ci consist 
of combinations of hyperbolic functions 

c, @) = sh fi sin &, Cg (fi) = ch fl sin p - sh fi cos fi 

cq(/3) = ch b sin fi + sh fi cos p, cg (fi) = ch fi cos fi 

We also present an expression for the frequency function W(h), which, when equated to 
zero, enables us to determine the eigenvalues of the operator under consideration 

w (h) = 4-l [e,c, (PI) CI (B*) - EaC4 @I) c, @a) - 461&co@1) Cl (82) - 4M4Cl (M C6 (Ba)l (2.3) 

We now present the desired expansion of the function j(z) for the interval consisting of 
the two sections m 

f(z)= x al, sin&,x - aa,, ah hl,,z (O,< s< 11) (2.4) 
n=l 

1(.2)'=~~,bl,,.sillh~,~(L--)-h,,,shi.,,,(L--) (~I.<s<<) (2.5) 

The series coefficients in these expressions are determined by formulas that are similar 
to the expressions for the coefficience of classical Fourier series, but more awkward 

lX,=T7t;'~(dlq,- &%)f(E)dE - 4RmI'[(&g, + d& f(E)dE 
0 I, 

azn = mi’ f (&a - da-h) f (5) d5 - 4Rmi'i (da t ha) f (E) d5 
0 4 

bin = Zm;’ 1 (da + A+) f (f) dE + Rmi' j (dws - dll+q4) f (E) 4, 
0 

b,, = 2m;’ i (&ql+ &q~) f (5) G $ Rrni! j (dwa - dll%) f (3 dS 
0 I 

Here 

q1 - sin h& q2 = sh ?L& qs = sin b,, (L - E), q4 = sh b, (L - 5) 

ml = llBlm4 + msla $ Rx, ma = llmsBa + rndl $-m 

m3 = e~+c~wa~ - ea+c411csla - 2nk&llc4~8 + 2~2&JliCaaz 

rn4 = %+cllicp~~ - ea+CazGai -k 2nM2nc122 - 2nzrcauc~22 

dl = EI+CZ& + ez-c&Tll + 4na&~l- hc&sll 

&* = el-czzz + e2-c4zz9 ds= 2 (es+c612 + e~+c& clik = sh h sin fir 

dr = 2 (es-c812 + %-CSIZ), de = - 2 (ESCQZI + e4-cA. 

clip = ch Bi sin PI, 

dg=e+c c- 1 222 ,11 - e2+c,22c8ll - 4nla22c8ll- 4n24c622csll 

dT= - 2 (ES+CSZI + C~+COU)V &=s7+Cmz + CS'CSZI, CS~I; =sh Bi ch PI 

de = e?-cezl + eg_cttZl, dll* x e5%ll _t e6-c4117 CGR = ch Pi cos fh 

iho = e~+cz& + e~-c411c5e2 + 4n;hc322 - 4n&~11c~22 

dlz = EP-CSIZ + ea-Cm2, dls=a7+cpm + EEZ+CSZI, Csik =sh BiCC'aBx 

- d14 = e5+cw722 - ~+c411c722 - 4n&.5~lc3~~ - 4n;,‘cllazz 

C~ik = COS pi sin &, C$r = Coil; & C~ih, C& = Clip f Cgil;, hk = 6iR* 

el* = n12 _C n34, ~2f = nlr + n23, e3* = 6;’ t_ Si’, e,* = 6;’ + 6;’ 

e,* k n;l* n;‘, e8* = n;l f n;i, e7* = 61& 6g, & = 62 t_ 64 

3. AII an illustration of the application of the formulas obtained we consider the forced 
vibrations of a beam with two sections of length 1, and l,, which have different respective 
stiffnesses &and B,. As is well-known, the modes of steady forced vibrations of a beam 

satisfy the following equation in this case: 

9'" (2) - h,'o (z) = p(z) (O<z< 11) (3.1) 
rq’” (2) - h14cp (L) = q (2) (114 I < L) 

Here 

5iw’(g)i (3.3) 
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(p is the frequency of natural vibrations of the beam, and m, is the mass per unit length of 
the sections). 

To solve the equation obtained we expand the functions T(Z) and q (2) in the series (2.4) 
and (2.5) and, as usual, substitute them into (3.1) to find that the coefficients of the series 
(2.4) and (2.5) for the function p(l) are expressed in terms of the known coefficients tin 
and di, according to the relationships 

The coefficients cd,, and d+, are determined from (2.6) for f(E)=q(&. 
To evaluate the coefficients by means of (3.3), it is also necessary to know the eigen- 

values I which depend on the relationships between the characteristics czI and a$. We assume 
the stiffness of one section to be double the stiffness of the other (B,:B,=2) for identical 
constant mass, and each section to equal half the span of the beam. The eigenvalues hi fox 
this case, as obtained in the solution of (3.2), are presented below 

i f 2 3 4 5 6 7 
&i 2,64 $28 7.92 10,56 43,2 15,85 18,49 
Ai 2,83 5,79 8,54 11,55 14.27 17,29 20,02 
hti 3,14 6,28 9,42 14,27 15170 ia,85 21,99 

We give here the values of hij from beams with stiffnesses B, and B,, respectively. Halving 
the stiffness of one of the sections results in a change of approximately 15-253 in the rod 
vibration frequency as compared with a rod of constant stiffness. The frequencies of natural 
vibrations for a rod with the above-mentioned relationship of variable stiffness 
determined from (3.2) by using the middle row. 

can be 
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